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2023/10/29
1:35:32 PM 
GMT+5:30

Shweta Shital 
Patil

shwetapatil9924@gma 
il.com 7892901735 M.Sc. 2021-22 Nipani

One of best campuses where one 
can pursue the higher education.
I would like rate out of 10 to the 

above points:
Teaching- 10, Laboratory- 10, 

Library-9 Extracurricular 
activities- 8, research 

environment- 9, Project 
opportunities- 9, life and 

leadership

2023/10/29
2:11:34 PM 
GMT+5:30

Swapnil
Sakharam Shinde

swapnil7618@gmail.c 
om 9112188490 M.Sc. 2021-22 Kolhapur

Excellent and cooperative 
teaching

Alumni Feedback: 2021-22



2023/10/30
9:59:39 AM 
GMT+5:30

Komal Jotiram 
Bhosale

bhosalekomal655@gm 
ail.com 9657856858 M.Sc. 2021-22

A/p- Sadoli 
dumala Tal - 
Karveer. Dist- 
Kolhapur

Teaching and practical laboratory 
is very good. Teachers are very 
co operative.In library discipline 

is very strict and for students 
futures this is important. 

Research environment and 
project opportunities is very well

2023/10/30
10:55:16 AM 
GMT+5:30

Gouri Govind 
Jadhav

gourijadhav07@gmail. 
com 9021478848 M.Sc. 2021-22

Haripriya nagar, 
near podar 
school, kolhapur

All teaching faculties are 
knowledgeable. Best equipments 

are in the laboratory. Good 
guidance given by the teachers to 

build a bright future.

2023/10/30
1:00:48 PM 
GMT+5:30

Pranav Shankar 
Ghosalkar

pranavghosalkar1@g 
mail.com 9834254228 M.Sc. 2021-22

At paijarwadi po 
awali tal panhala 
dis kolhapur 
416213

Good

2023/10/31
11:34:59 AM 
GMT+5:30

Shruti Harish 
Bam

shrutibam01@gmail.c 
om 9011138702 B.Sc. 2021-22 Kolhapur

All good as required

2023/10/31
12:14:44 PM 
GMT+5:30

SINGH ROHIT 
SANJAY

rohitsingh7387@gmail
.com 7387937915 B.Sc. 2021-22

Shri Ramnagar, 
Shiye, Kolhapur- 
416122

The faculty's dedication and 
expertise have truly enriched my 

learning experience. Their 
passion for teaching is evident in 

the engaging and insightful 
lectures that make complex topics 

easy to understand.



2023/10/31
3:37:52 PM 
GMT+5:30

Ruturaj Sharad 
Inamdar ruturaj8966@gmail.co m 8888150420 B.Sc. 2021-22 Kolhapur.

I think that there should be a 
Departmental Library in our 
Physics Department. There 

should be more guest lectures of 
various personalities with 

research backgrounds. I also 
think that in the last year of a 

Bachelor's degree, there must be 
one compulsory project that will 
give inside depth to students who 
want to pursue further research 

or want to do Masters. There can 
be extracurricular activities like 
giving students a research paper 
and letting them understand the 
basics behind it, how to read a 

research paper etc.

2023/10/31
10:10:37 PM 
GMT+5:30

Deepa Anil 
dhamanekar

dhamanekardeepa9@g 
mail.com 9960950984 B.Sc. 2021-22 Karmveer colony 

rukadi

In Physics  department, all the 
teachers are very nice and 

friendly they were help us if we 
have any difficulty..In physics 

laboratory all the  apparatus are 
very fine..There is very nice 

climate in college..

2023/11/01
12:41:26 PM 
GMT+5:30

Mane Snehal 
Narayan

snehalmane1467@gm 
ail.com 7420069500 M.Sc. 2021-22

At. Manewadi, 
post. Waghave, 
tal.
Panhala, dist.
Kolhapur

I have improve my leadership 
skill in teaching field. Also 

improve my knowledge.

2023/11/01
1:30:54 PM 
GMT+5:30

Priyarani 
Ravindra Burud

priyaburud143@gmail
.com 9767106657 M.Sc. 2021-22 At/post chandgad

Very good teaching skills  Career 
guidance and knowledge sharing 
In library all instruments are 
available



2023/11/01
2:12:21 PM 
GMT+5:30

Priyanka Sanjay 
Patil

priyankasp306@gmail
.com 7972696862 M.Sc. 2021-22

1042F4, plot no. 
37, kr.nana patil 
nagar, 
Phulewadi, Ring
road, kolhapur

Excellent Teaching and Labs

2023/11/01
2:14:32 PM 
GMT+5:30

Pratiksha Pandit 
Chougale

pratikshachougale41@ 
gmail.com 9168940216 M.Sc. 2021-22

At - Sawarde tarf 
Asandoli, tal 
Panhala, Dist
Kolhapur

Take some project 
opportunities in college

2023/11/01
9:38:25 PM 
GMT+5:30

Sadiya shaikh ssadiya051@gmail.co m 7999733976 M.Sc. 2021-22 Sarnobatwadi

The two year study at VCK was 
really memorable. The college 

schedule is not at all burdensome 
while still achieving the zenith of 

success. The ambience here is 
stress-free and the lecturers are 

always ready to untie knots 
whenever approached. The 
college has always given us 

opportunities to not only explore 
ourselves in academics but also 

in extracurricular activities.



2023/11/02
11:57:41 AM 
GMT+5:30

Patil Snehal 
Suresh

snehalpatil8271@gmai 
l.com 7378852130 B.Sc. 2021-22

At - uttre, post - 
waghave, Tal - 
panhala

teaching is very good. Laboratory 
provide all practical material, 
instruments. Classroom very 
nice.library is very useful for 

students and they provide study 
books.good career

guidance.

2023/11/02
1:36:13 PM 
GMT+5:30

Vaishnavi Gove vaishnavigove9@gmai 
l.com 8888395672 B.Sc. 2021-22

Nadives, near 
Vairan Bazar, 
Miraj.

Nice

2023/11/02
2:51:36 PM 
GMT+5:30

Abhishek Sharad 
Potdar

abhishekpotdar8777@ 
gmail.com 7262004203 B.Sc. 2021-22

Rashiwade Bk, 
Tal- 
Radhanagari, 
Dist- Kolhapur

Very Nice Labs, Very Intelligent 
teachers, Great College campus 

that motivates students to do 
study and

learning different skills.


